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CHINESE ASTROLOGY BA ZI
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BA ZI CHINESE ASTROLOGY
Ba Zi Chinese Astrology, also known as the ‘’Four Pillars of Destiny’’ 
is a practical tool for assessing an individual’s life through the 
Five Elements, Yin/Yang, Ten Stems and Twelve Branches – which 
shape one’s destiny and direct luck. 

Although the structure of each Ba Zi chart appears to be quite 
simple – just eight characters spread across four pillars – this sys-
tem is a very layered one. This is mostly because the destiny comes 
together with luck, and luck changes at certain intervals: every tenth 
year brings major shifts, every fourth year affects the ten-year luck cycle in 
specific ways, while each year triggers specific happenings. 

Therefore, we experience major changes in our lives with the ending of one decade - and the 
beginning of another. Our luck also alternates every fourth year with the changing of the “sea-
sons” and is “activated” for good or bad on an annual basis. It is for this reason that we often 
change our interests and aspirations at specific timeline; this is also when life could bring com-
pletely different life experiences and new lectures to learn. We also tend to do things different-
ly at different periods in our life; while some individuals might end their relationship, the other 
could start a new career. In the same manner, while certain individuals could fight with health 
issues, the others could be occupied with their new hobbies, changing residence, etc., etc.

Additionally, during specific periods and years of our life, we may gain something new and 
valuable (from new skills to new friendships or relationship, career, assets, wealth, etc.) – just 
as we can lose something that is very dear to us. However, since we are being gifted with free 
will, we make decisions about the course of action we will take at certain time - which will 
consequently lead to satisfaction or dissatisfaction, happiness or unhappiness, and success or 
failure. 

Sometimes, we can (unfortunately) overlook certain opportunities which do not seem attrac-
tive to us at the time – just as we can keep clinging to the same old habits that will lead us 
nowhere. Due to the influence of certain dynamics, like when we are under the influence of 
Punishment or Destruction, we can make some bad decisions that could have a lasting influ-
ence on our life. Those experienced with Ba Zi already know that the outcomes are predictable 
- mostly because one’s reactions and choices follow patterns from the natal Chinese Astrology 
chart and luck cycles. 

GOOD FOR  
TRAVELS  
IN 2022

MONKEY
HORSE 

https://altheachineseastrology.com
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In the Chinese Ba Zi astrology, there are 12 Zodiac Signs or 
Branches. 

Branches combine with Ten Stems, Five Elements and Yin/
Yang, and this is how we get sixty different combinations: 
sixty distinctive pillars and sixty distinctive personalities. 
Furthermore, since each pillar of your Ba Zi Chinese Astrology 
horoscope (Year, Month, Day, and Hour) contains one Zodiac 
sign, your life is affected by at least four signs. 

Most importantly, while each (of the four) Zodiac signs in your 
chart stand for certain aspect of your life, the most important 
one is the sign of your day of birth; together with your Self, it 
shows who you really are. To find the Zodiac sign of the day 
you were born, as well as the other three signs, you have to 
calculate your Chinese astrology horoscope. Here is the link 
to the free online calculator: www.bit.ly/BaZiCalculate

(the text was taken from the awarded Chinese Astrology book: “A Course in Chinese Astrology”, 
by Althea S.T.)

FOUR ZODIAC SIGNS OF YOUR LIFE 
The table below shows the sample Chinese astrology chart: 

HOUR DAY                                               MONTH  YEAR

RAT RABBIT  HORSE                      TIGER

INNER WISHES           PERSONALITY  CAREER  WIDER 
SURROUNDINGS  

ACADEMICS 
TIGER (ideas, information  

& knowledge)
DOG (creativity, art & design)
MONKEY (studies & getting  

a degree) 

https://altheachineseastrology.com
http://www.bit.ly/BaZiCalculate
https://www.amazon.it/dp/1984979914?keywords=A+Course+in+Chinese+Astrology
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As you can see, each pillar of the Chinese horoscope stands for specific areas of one’s life. 
For example, the Chinese Zodiac sign of your day of birth is who you really are; it defines your 
constitution and character, and it talks about your health and love life. The sign in the year pillar 
shows the wider surroundings, while the month sign refers to your immediate surroundings and 
career. When it comes to the hour of birth, it is all about the inner wishes and personal cre-
ations (including children). 

The Zodiac sign of the day of your birth (the most important – shows who you are)

TIGER, RABBIT, DRAGON, SNAKE, HORSE, GOAT, MONKEY, ROOSTER, DOG, PIG, RAT, OX

CONSTITUTION

HEALTH

CHARACTER

RELATIONSHIP

Whatever Zodiac sign is in the day pillar of your natal Ba Zi chart, it directly affects your consti-
tution, character, health, and love life.

PROBLEM  
SOLVING

MONKEY  
(problem solvers)

https://altheachineseastrology.com
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THE LUCK CHANGES EVERY YEAR 
Each year is ruled by one of the twelve Chinese Zodiac signs, which alternate in their rulership, 
following the 12-year cycle (because there are 12 Zodiac signs of the Chinese Zodiac). The 
Zodiac sign which precedes over a certain year affects all four Zodiac signs of your natal chart. 
Depending on the relationship of the annual sign and the four signs of your Chinese astrologi-
cal chart, certain years will act on various aspects of your life in different ways (friendly, neutral, 
or hostile). 

Moreover, since the Stars in each of the twelve Zodiac signs change annually, this also deter-
mines the kind of luck each sign will have during certain year (good or bad; average or great). 
In such a way - minding that there are four Zodiac signs in your chart - while your personal life 
could be great at certain year (due to the influence of the good Stars on your day pillar), you 
may simultaneously find yourself dealing with career challenges (because the bad Stars might 
be concentrated on your career - the month pillar)! The table below shows how the Tiger year 
affects different pillars of your chart in distinctive ways.

HOUR DAY                                               MONTH  YEAR YEAR 2022

RAT RABBIT  HORSE                      OX 

TIGERINNER WISHES           PERSONALITY  CAREER  WIDER 
SURROUNDINGS  

Tiger year:  
ok

Tiger year: 
friendly

Tiger year: 
friendly

Tiger year: 
friendly

https://altheachineseastrology.com
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PART 2
WATER TIGER YEAR OF 2022 

& ZODIAC SIGNS

https://altheachineseastrology.com
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12 ZODIAC SIGNS AND THEIR 
HEALTH, WEALTH & RELATIONSHIPS

WEALTH  

HORSE (Wealth Star)
RABBIT (through males & leadership)

ROOSTER (windfall luck)
SNAKE (good for entrepreneurs)

GOAT (ability to increase the value of assets)
MONKEY (business overseas)

DOG (through art & design)

HEALTH 

OX (digestion & chronic  
ailments)

RAT (stress related)
TIGER (immunity issues)

RELATIONSHIP 
CHALLENGES 

MONKEY (opposition & changes)
SNAKE (disputes & offensive behavior)

TIGER (Grand Duke)
RAT, DRAGON (no auspicious Stars)
PIG (gossip & destructive patterns)

EXPENSES 

MONKEY (huge expenses)
GOAT (wasteful spending)

PIG (losses, theft)

POWER 
ROOSTER (being in charge)

HORSE (gaining power through  
influential people)

PIG (helpful connections)
RABBIT (it is all about  

people you know)

https://altheachineseastrology.com
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WATER TIGER YEAR OF 2022 

When it comes to 2022, it is a Water Tiger Year. 

Since Tiger has a good relationship with Horse, Pig, Dog and Ox, these signs will be blessed 
with good relationship luck in 2022. If you have one of these Chinese Zodiac signs anywhere in 
your Ba Zi chart, then you should expect improvements in relationships in general. The aspect 
of your life that will be most influenced depends on the pillar(s) these signs occupy (personal 
life, career, etc.).

Regarding the signs that do not get along well with Tiger, their relationship luck might be still 
good, but not as much. 

Relationships-wise, the signs that have bad relationship with 
Tiger, will be dealing with challenges in 2022. 

The first to mention is Monkey, because this sign clash-
es with Tiger (equals to opposition in Western astrol-
ogy). Thus, if you were born under the day of Monkey, 
2022 will bring health and relationship challenges. In 
addition, if you were born in the Monkey month (Au-
gust), you may have troubles with people from work. 
Since every Clash bring inevitable changes, knowing this 
you can start planning how to initiate the changes - to main-
tain control over the flow. In professional consultations, we al-
ways advise our clients to not only embrace the necessity of change, 
but also to plan and initiate the changes accordingly. One example of such changes is 
accepting a position which requires a lots of travel…

The other Zodiac signs that have bad relationship with Tiger will also experience challenges, 
primarily - Snake. Check your Ba Zi for any of the two signs (Monkey, Snake), and if you have 
one or both in your chart, then get ready to be misunderstood and misinterpreted; also be 
careful not to be used for other people’s purposes!

RELATIONSHIP  
LUCK 

SNAKE (getting advice & help)
DOG, HORSE (popularity, fame  

& networking)
RABBIT (giving &  
helping others)

https://altheachineseastrology.com
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2022 – Ba Zi chart

hour day month year

Tiger Rat Tiger Tiger 

Ba Zi Chinese Astrology,  
also known as the  

’’Four Pillars of Destiny’’  
is a practical tool for assessing 
an individual’s life through the 
Five Elements, Yin/Yang, Ten 

Stems and Twelve Branches – 
which shape one’s destiny  

and direct luck. 

https://altheachineseastrology.com
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PART 3
TWELVE ZODIAC SIGNS AND THEIR 

LUCK IN 2022
The twelve signs’ luck is based both on their relationship with Tiger and the pres-
ence of specific Stars, both auspicious and inauspicious in each sign during the 

course of 2022.

https://altheachineseastrology.com
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TIGER
Although 2022 is the Tiger year, Tiger does not have any other 
benefit of being the king – but the title of the ‘Grand Duke’.

In Chinese Astrology, being the Grand Duke means that the sign 
will be dealing with challenges, setbacks, and obstacles. In which 
area of one’s life will these happen, depends on the pillar where the 
Tiger is positioned in one’s natal Ba Zi chart (also known as Chinese horo-
scope).

On the bright side, the presence of the so-called Intelligence Star in the Tiger sign indicates 
good things. For example, it makes those with the Tiger in their chart more resourceful, agile, 
and creative. It is especially usable for those born in February (Tiger month), because they 
will be able to monetize their knowledge and put their ideas into action – that can aid to their 
career and/or business. 

The other star in Tiger sign tells us that Tigers will be interested in everything life has to offer, 
from going out to enjoying in good company and fine food. In other words, they will be in a 
pretty hedonistic state of mind during the course of 2022… 

When it comes to Tigers’ love luck in 2022, it is rather average - though better for the 
Tigers who also have Horse or Rabbit in their chart (their Chinese horoscope). Of all five Tigers, 
male Metal Tigers should count on a very good love luck, while female Earth Tigers will have a 
lot of opportunities to spice up their love life. 

Career & wealth wise, 2022 does not offer great career or wealth opportunities for Tigers (ex-
cept for Metal and Water Tigers). Also, better prospects and more chances will have all those 
with rabbit or Horse in their chart. Check your Ba Zi chart for other Zodiac signs; if you have 
Rabbit, Horse or Goat there, then your wealth luck will be very good!

• If you want to boost your career/wealth, you can use Feng Shui!

What should Tigers pay attention to in 2022?

The first thing that comes in mind is - health. One Star in the Tiger sign tells us that those with 
this Zodiac sign in their Ba Zi chart should pay attention to their immunity, and digestion, thus 
altering the lifestyle accordingly. Importantly, planning dental, Lasix, and/or cosmetic proce-
dures might be a good move for Tigers in 2022.

https://altheachineseastrology.com
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The other thing they should pay attention to are relationships because they will be under the 
influence of the star that bring issues caused by malicious people and gossip. 

* One Star also warns Tigers to restrain from travelling a great distance.

Tigers and Feng Shui in 2022

You can always use Feng Shui to improve your luck in certain year. The basic rule is to avoid 
specific locations and directions, and to focus on employing the most beneficial ones, that will 
target whatever you think needs improvement: health, relationship, wealth, etc. Favorable loca-
tions in 2022 for business are Northeast and South, while the best personal direction for love is 
Southeast.

 

Wood, Fire, Earth, Metal & Water Tigers

When it comes to Wood Tigers, relationships will be their real challenge in 2022, because they 
will be dealing with a lot of animosity. While Water Tigers will be very creative and busy, in gen-
eral and with helping others, Fire Tigers’ intuition and instincts will be sharpened; they should 
use 2022 to work on themselves and upgrade their knowledge. Earth Tigers will be dealing 
with a lot of stress and pressure, while Metal Tigers might will be occupied with wealth, and 
career, while also considering a business expansion.

* Find more detailed info about Wood Tiger, Fire Tiger, Earth Tiger, Metal Tiger and Wa-
ter Tiger – and their luck in the upcoming years! Consult your personal astrologer, read 
Althea’s series of texts ”SIXTY PERSONALITIES OF CHINESE ASTROLOGY” (60 e-books!). 

YOU WERE BORN 
IN TIGER YEAR: 

Pay attention to family members’ health.

YOU WERE BORN 
IN TIGER MONTH: 

Possible issues with boss and authorities in general. Work on improving your 
knowledge and skills.

YOU WERE BORN 
IN TIGER DAY: 

2022 can bring health issues, and relationship challenges. 

YOU WERE BORN 
IN TIGER HOUR: 

Consider mastering a new knowledge or skills; commit to yours or your child’s 
education.

https://altheachineseastrology.com
https://chineseastrologyfengshuibooks.myshopify.com/collections/chinese-astrology-1
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RABBIT
2022 is important year for Rabbits, their luck will significantly 
improve!

Due to the support of the three strong auspicious stars, one great 
year awaits those with Rabbit Zodiac sign in their Ba Zi chart (their 
Chinese astrology horoscope).

The first auspicious star makes people attractive and popular; this star will also 
benefit Rabbits’ social life, improving their love luck and accentuating their artistic tendencies. 
Under the influence of this star people often better their overall appearance, from hair and 
clothes - all the way to the physical fitness. This star is especially great news for single Rabbits, 
interested in dating and romance (it brings opportunities).  

The other star in Rabbits’ sign is a Nobleman Star, which is all about giving and receiving (al-
though in Rabbits’ case, it will be more about giving). In such a way, since Rabbits will acquire 
others’ ais more easily, they should not hesitate to ask for whatever they might need in 2022. 
However, they should be also ready to provide their own advice, guidance, and aid, because 
their evaluation and help will be much sought after.

Due to the influx of the Yang energy of another great star, the Tai Yang Star, Rabbits should ex-
pect one dynamic year. At this time,  they will feel strong, energetic, and more confident - while 
the overall development in their life will be smooth. This star will also positively affect their 
health, and stabilizing their mood, aiding to their stamina and happiness.

Career & wealth wise, since the presentation and personalization are the keys to business 
success in 2022, Rabbits should promote both themselves and their business (this will work es-
pecially well for those in social media, sales, and networking businesses). The Tiger year also 
favors Rabbits who need (male) benefactors and those whose business is based on their looks 
or personality (like influencers). In addition, 2022 is a great time for getting promotion, and 
growing own business (the overall atmosphere is auspicious for everything related to power, 
electricity, solar energy, telecommunications, IT, metaphysics, inspiration, and motivation, but 
also male related business (like car industry, male fashion, etc.). 

When it comes to Rabbits’ love life in 2022, since their love luck is improving, they won’t 
lack opportunities to date and establish a relationship. As the matter of fact, the single ones 
should make an effort to use the Tiger year to find love, since the door for romance is wide 
open!

https://altheachineseastrology.com
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What should Rabbits pay attention to in 2022?

They should enjoy the good tides and they should spend time socializing, and with their friends 
and family. However, they should be also careful when it comes to dealing with others, being 
aware of the possible disputes. 

Rabbits and Feng Shui in 2022

You can always use Feng Shui to improve your luck in certain year. The basic rule is to avoid 
specific locations and directions, and to focus on employing the most beneficial ones, that will 
target whatever you think needs improvement: health, relationship, wealth, etc. To improve 
their love luck, Rabbits should use Southeast of their home, or they should move their bed to 
the Southeast part of their bedroom. For more energy, they should spend time in South, and for 
deep rest they should aim for Northeast. For authority, the best location in 2022 is Northwest.

Wood, Fire, Earth, Metal & Water Rabbits

When it comes to Wood Rabbits, the simplest way to succeed is to follow others’ lead. Water 
Rabbits will be very productive and efficient (it’s a good time for the fresh start), and their pace 
will be pretty hectic. Regarding Fire Rabbits, they will have more relationship opportunities, and 
some of them could even transform their life for good in the Water Tiger year. Earth Rabbits will 
be dealing with a lots of pressure (females will be also busy with love and relationship oppor-
tunities), while Metal Rabbits will be occupied with finding the best ways to make use of the 
wealth chances. 

* Find more detailed info about Wood Tiger, Fire Tiger, Earth Tiger, Metal Tiger and Wa-
ter Tiger – and their luck in the upcoming years! Consult your personal astrologer, read 
Althea’s series of texts ”SIXTY PERSONALITIES OF CHINESE ASTROLOGY” (60 e-books!). 

BORN IN RABBIT 
YEAR: 

Your guidance might be very much sought after in your surroundings.

BORN IN RABBIT 
MONTH: 

2022 is a great time for networking, and mentoring others.

BORN IN RABBIT 
DAY: 

Favorable for romance and relationships in general.

BORN IN RABBIT 
HOUR: 

The time is right to pursue the dreams!

https://altheachineseastrology.com
https://chineseastrologyfengshuibooks.myshopify.com/collections/chinese-astrology-1
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DRAGON
Dragon’s luck will be inconsistent in 2022; due to the lack of 
auspicious stars in their sign, their fortunes will oscillate from 
average to reasonably good. Thus, Dragons should not rely on 
the luck in 2020, but they should proceed carefully, keeping their 
ambitions in check. Since Tiger is also their Travelling Star, they will 
still have a busy year.

Career & wealth wise, 2022 doesn’t show any significant growth or outstanding wealth 
opportunities for Dragons - except for those in real estate business. Therefore, Dragons should 
be patient, as they should keep low profile, completing existing projects, and having a long-
term perspective in mind (not a good time for short-term projects and goals). However, some 
Dragons will do better than the others (they will have more opportunities): those with Monkey, 
Rooster or Snake in their chart.

Relationships wise, the Tiger Year will not bring new opportunities for singles, and although 
their love life tends to be average, it will be still better for those with Horse, Monkey or Rooster 
in their chart. On the other hand, certain stars in Dragon sign indicate alienation or estrange 
from the people in their surroundings, suggesting the end of some relationships (with whom 
depends on where the Dragon can be found in their Ba Zi Chinese astrology chart). 

Regarding their health, although it tends to be stable, they should still beware of injuries, as 
they should restrain from putting themselves into danger. Dragons should be also very careful 
when handling tools, as they should make sure to stay away from climbing high mountains. 
Regarding their overall state of mind, emotional turbulence and mood swings are likely. 

What should Dragons pay attention to in 2022?

Since the time is not right for chasing ambitions and pursuing big goals, Dragons should be 
moderate with their ambitions, focusing on the ways to exploit what is already there. 

Dragons and Feng Shui in 2022

You can always use Feng Shui to improve your luck in certain year. The basic rule is to avoid 
specific locations and directions, and to focus on employing the most beneficial ones, that will 
target whatever you think needs improvement: health, relationship, wealth, etc. To improve 
their love luck, Dragons should use Southeast of their home, or they should move their bed to 

https://altheachineseastrology.com
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the Southeast part of their bedroom. For more energy, they should spend time in South, and for 
rest they should sleep in Northeast. For authority, the best location in 2022 is Northwest.

Wood, Fire, Earth, Metal & Water Dragons

When it comes to Wood Dragons, relationships will be their real challenge in 2022, as they will 
be dealing with jealousy and hostility. While Water Dragons will be busy with new goals and 
projects, Fire Dragons will have the opportunity to work on themselves. Earth Dragons will be 
dealing with a lot of stress and pressure, and Metal Dragons will be occupied with their wealth, 
career, and business.

* Find more detailed info about Wood Tiger, Fire Tiger, Earth Tiger, Metal Tiger and Wa-
ter Tiger – and their luck in the upcoming years! Consult your personal astrologer, read 
Althea’s series of texts ”SIXTY PERSONALITIES OF CHINESE ASTROLOGY” (60 e-books!). 

YOU WERE BORN IN 
DRAGON YEAR: 

Feeling alienated from the environment will be common this year.

YOU WERE BORN IN 
DRAGON MONTH: 

The Tiger Year is not a great time for changing career or business expansion.

YOU WERE BORN IN 
DRAGON DAY: 

Every relationship goes through ups and downs.

YOU WERE BORN IN 
DRAGON HOUR: 

2022 is not the best year to chase the dreams.

To find the Zodiac  
sign of the day you were born, 

as well as the other three signs, 
you have to calculate your 

Chinese astrology horoscope. 
Here is the link to the free 

online calculator:  
www.bit.ly/BaZiCalculate

https://altheachineseastrology.com
https://chineseastrologyfengshuibooks.myshopify.com/collections/chinese-astrology-1
http://www.bit.ly/BaZiCalculate
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SNAKE
Snake’s overall luck in 2022 will be very good, due to the influ-
ence of some auspicious stars in this Zodiac sign. However, 2022 
also brings some challenges, that arise from the complex relation-
ship with the Tiger. 

When it comes the good stars, the Nobleman Star will now help Snakes 
to benefit from others’ presence, guidance, and help. This star attracts the 
good will people, who will provide Snakes with advice, information, support, and practical help; 
their assistance can ease Snakes’ life and make certain accomplishments possible. Minding 
that particularly strong support in 2022 comes from females, Snakes should turn to female 
figures in their surroundings for everything they might need.

However, due to the effect of Harm and Punishment, they should be alert and cautious in all 
their dealings, because betrayal issues and situations where the Snakes can be used for oth-
ers’ promotion and success are likely to emerge. Therefore, it is very important that they read 
the small letters in every contract and that they do not rely on promises.

Career & wealth wise, 2022 brings good tides and opportunities for Snakes to advance – 
mostly with a help of others. The overall atmosphere is favorable for their finances, but it bene-
fits more the female oriented businesses (like fashion and cosmetics). The Tiger year is a great 
time for investors and entrepreneurs, because their instincts and intuition will be strong.

When it comes to Snakes’ love life in 2022, it will be reasonably good. Those in relationship 
may find their partner very helpful, but there will be also some lingering relationship issues 
they should pay attention to. Besides, Snakes could make their relationship more complicated 
than it has to be, by isolating from the loved ones and letting own anxiety and bad temper to 
take a toll on the relationship. 

Regarding their health, since physical injuries are possible now, Snakes should be cautious 
when it comes to extreme sports, dangerous situations, and getting involved into physical 
fights. Furthermore, Snakes with Pig and/or Tiger in their chart should be alert and cautious in 
traffic, especially in February and November. The Tiger year is a good time to pay attention to 
own bad habits. 

What should Snakes pay attention to in 2022?

In 2022, everything is about others, who will be not only giving, but who could also use Snakes 
for own agenda. Hence, Snakes’ lessons in the Tiger Year are about honesty, alertness and 
checking facts. Snakes should be also very careful with their belongings, due to the increased 
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possibility of theft and fraud. Minding that they will be quarrelsome and forgetful, Snakes 
should work on establishing the inner peace (meditation, yoga, etc.), as well as practicing mind-
fulness.

Snakes and Feng Shui in 2022

You can always use Feng Shui to improve your luck in certain year. The basic rule is to avoid 
specific locations and directions, and to focus on employing the most beneficial ones, that will 
target whatever you think needs improvement: health, relationship, wealth, etc. To improve 
their love luck, Snakes should use Southeast of their home, or they should move their bed to 
the Southeast part of their bedroom. For more energy, Snakes should spend time in South, and 
for rest they should aim for Northeast. For authority, the best location in 2022 is Northwest.

Wood, Fire, Earth, Metal & Water Snakes

When it comes to Wood Snakes, they will have to fight for own visibility and invest a lot of effort 
in order to accomplish their goals. While Water Snakes will be super busy with their ideas and 
projects, Fire Snakes will be occupied with relationship opportunities. Earth Snakes will be busy 
with relationships, status, and reputation, while Metal Snakes will be focused mainly on busi-
ness and wealth.

* Find more detailed info about Wood Tiger, Fire Tiger, Earth Tiger, Metal Tiger and Wa-
ter Tiger – and their luck in the upcoming years! Consult your personal astrologer, read 
Althea’s series of texts ”SIXTY PERSONALITIES OF CHINESE ASTROLOGY” (60 e-books!). 

YOU WERE BORN IN 
SNAKE YEAR: 

You will find your surroundings very helpful, with occasional strikes of hostility.

YOU WERE BORN IN 
SNAKE MONTH: 

Auspicious year for entrepreneurs and those who work with people (especially 
females).

YOU WERE BORN IN 
SNAKE DAY: 

The time is favorable to date and/or socialize more.

YOU WERE BORN IN 
SNAKE HOUR: 

Others can help you to realize some of your dreams. 
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HORSE 
Tiger year of 2022 will work great for Horses; they will feel good 
about themselves, and they will be enthusiastic, energetic, and confi-
dent. Furthermore, since they will be at good terms with people, others 
will be more eager to help Horses’ progress and goals achievement.

Great relationship with the Tiger will positively affect Horse’s social life 
and popularity. Since people will just love being with them, they will have 
numerous opportunities to expand their circles. The overall atmosphere in 2022 will also ben-
efit singles who will have more chances to date and establish a relationship (especially Metal 
Horses). 

Career and wealth wise, since 2022 brings a wealth star to their sign, Horses will be able 
to advance in their career and upgrade their status. The Water Tiger year is also favorable for 
moving, travels, changing environment or - career. The overall atmosphere will support every-
thing sales and networking related, but also marketing, advisory, and PR. In addition, the year 
of the Tiger will benefit Horse’s authority and power, hence this is a good time for their recog-
nition and reputation. However, in order to make the most out of 2022, Horses should take on 
the leadership position, not restraining from bold and brave action.

When it comes to Horses’ love life in 2022, there will be plenty of relationship opportunities. 
While singles should use this unique opportunity to meet new people and date more, the time 
is also great for the married ones to enjoy their relationship. 

In regard to their health, Horses born in spring and summer might have issues with inflamma-
tions, and digestion. Since they are prone to injuries and accidents, they should be careful in 
movement and while handling tools.

What should Horses pay attention to in 2022?

Despite the good relationship luck in 2022, some stars in the Horse sign indicate backstabbing, 
and unrest. Jealousy can cause gossip, which can harm their reputation, requiring in certain 
cases even a legal action. Importantly, Horses should be careful with documents, reading well 
every line before signing.

Horses and Feng Shui in 2022

You can always use Feng Shui to improve your luck in certain year. The basic rule is to avoid 
specific locations and directions, and to focus on employing the most beneficial ones, that will 
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target whatever you think needs improvement: health, relationship, wealth, etc. To improve 
their love luck, Horses should use Southeast of their home, or they should move their bed to 
the Southeast part of their bedroom. For more energy, they should spend time in South, and for 
rest they should aim for Northeast.

Wood, Fire, Earth, Metal & Water Horses

When it comes to Wood Horses, they will be dealing with rivalry, jealousy and animosity. While 
Water Horses will be very artistic and creative, they should pay attention not to exaggerate with 
food and other ways of self-indulgence. The easiest way for Fire Horses to succeed is with their 
knowledge and the help of others, while Earth Horses should be careful because they will be 
dealing with tough environment and a lot of pressure. Regarding Metal Horses, they will have 
some great opportunities to expand their business and make profits.

* Find more detailed info about Wood Tiger, Fire Tiger, Earth Tiger, Metal Tiger and Wa-
ter Tiger – and their luck in the upcoming years! Consult your personal astrologer, read 
Althea’s series of texts ”SIXTY PERSONALITIES OF CHINESE ASTROLOGY” (60 e-books!). 

YOU WERE BORN IN 
HORSE YEAR: 

Active environment and a lot of social interactions.

YOU WERE BORN IN 
HORSE MONTH: 

2022 presents career and business opportunities. The time is right to show your 
leadership abilities.

YOU WERE BORN IN 
HORSE DAY: 

Since the relationship luck is very good now, singles should go out and date more.

YOU WERE BORN IN 
HORSE HOUR: 

You will be enthusiastic towards pursuing your dreams and fulfilling the desires.

THEIR RELATIONSHIP  
LUCK IN 2022 

Snake (getting advice & help)
Dog, Horse (popularity, fame & 

networking)
Rabbit (giving & helping  

others)
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GOAT  
TIn 2022, Goats will find themselves on the auspicious side. 

They will feel good about their life, and they will be at good terms 
with others - who will be eager to provide them with support, guid-
ance, and help.

Career & wealth wise, 2022 is particularly auspicious for transac-
tions that involve properties (also government issued stocks). Since the over- all 
atmosphere is favorable for their status and reputation, a promotion is possible - especially 
for Goats who have Rabbit in the month pillar of their Ba Zi Chinese Astrology chart. 2022 
also supports entrepreneurs, particularly those born in May, who won’t lack business oppor-
tunities. One star in their sign also works well for authors, journalists, and those in education, 
who should pursue their goals in 2022. However, Goats should be aware that they will be also 
fighting with unforeseen expenses, hence they should pay attention to their spending, limiting 
unnecessary purchases. 

When it comes to Goats’ love life, 2022 is moderately good for romance. Better relationship 
fortune comes with the Rabbit year of 2023. 

Regarding their health, Goats should invest their time and energy in the ways to improve their 
health (and not only theirs but of the elderly family members, too), especially when there is an 
Ox, Rat or Tiger in their chart.

What should Goats pay attention to in 2022?

They should definitely pay attention to their spending and expenses in general. Their extrav-
agance in spending, and unwise monetary strategy (or the lack of one) may lead to the grave 
regrets.

Goats and Feng Shui in 2022

You can always use Feng Shui to improve your luck in certain year. The basic rule is to avoid 
specific locations and directions, and to focus on employing the most beneficial ones, that will 
target whatever you think needs improvement: health, relationship, wealth, etc. Health-wise, 
Goats should avoid sleeping in Southwest during the course of 2022. For more energy, they 
should spend time in South, and for the deep rest they should aim for Northeast. For authority, 
the best location in 2022 is Northwest.
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Wood, Fire, Earth, Metal & Water Goats

When it comes to Wood Goats, the simplest way for them to overcome hindrances in 2022, is 
to team up with others. While Water Goats will be very active and productive, Fire Goats will be 
busy with relationship and their personal growth and transformation. Earth Goats will be tense 
and anxious, but they will also have opportunities to get support from the people in position. 
Metal Goats will be occupied with career, and wealth.

* Find more detailed info about Wood Tiger, Fire Tiger, Earth Tiger, Metal Tiger and Wa-
ter Tiger – and their luck in the upcoming years! Consult your personal astrologer, read 
Althea’s series of texts ”SIXTY PERSONALITIES OF CHINESE ASTROLOGY” (60 e-books!). 

YOU WERE BORN 
IN GOAT YEAR: 

Your overall relationship luck is good.

YOU WERE BORN 
IN GOAT MONTH: 

The Tiger year is auspicious for Goats in real estate business.

YOU WERE BORN 
IN GOAT DAY: 

Relationship-wise, 2022 is especially favorable for Fire and Water Goat females.

YOU WERE BORN 
IN GOAT HOUR: 

Don’t overspend on your hobbies and chasing the dreams.

THEIR HEALTH  
IN 2022

Ox  
(digestion &  

chronic ailments)
Rat  

(stress related)
Tiger  

(immunity issues)
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MONKEY 
Since 2022 comes with Clash, Monkeys will feel at unrest both 
with themselves and the world around them (particularly Fire 
Monkeys). Minding that the Year of the Water Tiger comes with 
challenges, and disruptions, it might be hard to predict any cer-
tain development. Since there will be opposition and hostility in the 
close environment, Monkeys might be busy solving communication issues, 
settling personal disputes, and fixing sudden problems. Instability and occasional chaos in their 
personal life and career will be accompanied with their restlessness, bad mood, and temper 
outbursts; all these can cause problems hard to solve. The clash with the year delivers obsta-
cles and halts, as it can also bring loss of something or someone important (to name only the 
inner peace); what will be changed or lost depends on which pillar of the Ba Zi chart Monkey 
occupies.  

Therefore, interesting year filled with happenings, excitement and stress waits for the Mon-
keys. Luckily, there are also some auspicious stars in their sign, that will bring help with difficult 
situations and resolving possible conflicts. As they will be inspired to learn, Monkeys should 
consider writing, studying something new, or getting a degree. Also, travels are important this 
year, because they represent necessary change, helping Monkeys to live the better lives.

Career & wealth wise, 2022 brings a lot of activity, and it is especially beneficial for salesmen, 
soldiers, diplomats, and business owners whose focus is on foreign countries. Although the 
Tiger Year will be good for Monkey’s status, recognition, and fame, they might also consider 
change of career (particularly those born in Monkey month - August). Their wealth luck will be 
reasonably good, but better for those with Rabbit or Goat in their chart, and also consultants, 
and those in education. However, tough they will be creative, Monkeys should keep their 
ambitions in check now, because their expenses are likely to rocket high. Hence,  they should 
count on covering sudden expenses, as they should be very conservative when it comes to big 
investments.

When it comes to Monkeys’ love life in 2022, it tends to be unstable - but better for long-dis-
tance relationship. If their relationship was troublesome and if they were already in discord with 
their partner, they should definitely consider therapy, because the chances are high that their 
relationship may reach the breaking point in 2022. For singles, a new relationship is possible.

In regard to their health, Monkeys should be very alert and cautious in movement and traffic. 
(Traffic accidents are possible for those whose chart shows that possibility). They should also 
take care of the security of their car, bicycle, or other vehicle.
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What should Monkeys pay attention to in 2022?

They should definitely pay attention to their expenses! Minding that the Tiger Year brings insta-
bility and possible losses, they should restrain from making impulsive decisions when it comes 
to money. When it comes to advice on how to make the most out of 2022, three words come in 
mind: careful, alert, and cautious. 

Monkeys and Feng Shui in 2022

You can always use Feng Shui to improve your luck in certain year. The basic rule is to avoid spe-
cific locations and directions, and to focus on employing the most beneficial ones, that will target 
whatever you think needs improvement: health, relationship, wealth, etc. To improve their love 
luck, Monkeys should use Southeast of their home, or they should move their bed to the South-
east part of their bedroom. For more energy, they should spend time in South, and for the deep 
rest they should aim for Northeast. For authority, the best location in 2022 is Northwest.

Wood, Fire, Earth, Metal & Water Monkeys

When it comes to Wood Monkeys, relationships will be their real challenge in 2022 (they will be 
dealing with a lot of animosity). While Water Monkeys will be very creative and busy, Fire Mon-
keys will have a boost of intuition, and their instincts will be sharpened (although they might 
be also fighting with anxiety). For Earth Monkeys, the Tiger Year will bring stress and pressure, 
while Metal Monkeys will be occupied with wealth, career, and business expansion.

* Find more detailed info about Wood Tiger, Fire Tiger, Earth Tiger, Metal Tiger and Wa-
ter Tiger – and their luck in the upcoming years! Consult your personal astrologer, read 
Althea’s series of texts ”SIXTY PERSONALITIES OF CHINESE ASTROLOGY” (60 e-books!). 

YOU WERE BORN IN 
MONKEY YEAR: 

Busy surroundings and possible arguments with neighbors.

YOU WERE BORN IN 
MONKEY MONTH: 

Favorable for salesmen, diplomats, travel agents, and international trade.

YOU WERE BORN IN 
MONKEY DAY: 

Relationship challenges are likely; find the ways to implement changes in the 
relationship.

YOU WERE BORN IN 
MONKEY HOUR: 

This year, be careful with investment (extra costs and losses are probable).
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ROOSTER
Although 2022 will not deliver many good stars to Rooster sign, 
a couple of strong ones will still enable them to have one good 
year (although it will be better for those with Snake, Goat or Horse 
in their chart). Minding that the year of 2023 brings Clash (strain and 
changes) to their sign, Roosters should make use of every opportunity 
that the Year of Tiger presents.

For Roosters, 2022 will not bring too many important happenings, or big changes. However, 
one strong auspicious star in their sign will help them with their career, business, and wealth, 
while another one will provide them with support of some strong and wise individuals, who can 
aid to Roosters’ status and authority. 

When it comes to overall development in their lives, 2022 brings slowing down. This tendency 
is useful because it can help Roosters to rest properly - and correct their action. Relationships 
wise, occasional communication breakdown is likely; hence they should be careful in all interac-
tions, making sure to clarify everything and resolve potential issues in calm and relaxed ways.

Career & wealth wise, 2022 brings Roosters a success star, that is good for reputation, ca-
reer, wealth, and business. This star is a great helper when it comes to overcoming obstacles 
and getting support from influential people. Although the overall development in 2022 is not 
too smooth or very fast, it is still very promising for business and wealth. 

When it comes to Roosters’ love life in 2022, this is a good time for romance, and it brings 
happy events. However, although the Tiger Year can deliver opportunities for Roosters inter-
ested in romance and sex, those already in relationship should be careful, because flirting and 
failing to control the urge for adventure can explode into scandal.

In regard to their health, Tiger year is great for Roosters to rest, take their time and commit to 
own emotional healing. If they have Ox somewhere in their chart, then they should pay special 
attention to their lifestyle and physical activity.

What should Roosters pay attention to in 2022?

Despite their good luck, the Tiger year is not great for Roosters’ image. Therefore, they should 
pay attention to possible misunderstandings and relationships issues. They should be also 
cautious with their belongings, because of the increased theft and robbery possibilities. They 
should think about their reputation when it comes to decision making - because it is easy to 
lose the trust of the coworkers now. 

https://altheachineseastrology.com
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Roosters and Feng Shui in 2022

You can always use Feng Shui to improve your luck in certain year. The basic rule is to avoid 
specific locations and directions, and to focus on employing the most beneficial ones, that will 
target whatever you think needs improvement: health, relationship, wealth, etc. For the Roost-
ers who want to improve their love luck, Southeast is a great location for their bed (Southeast 
of their home or bedroom). For more energy, they should spend time in South, and for the deep 
rest they should aim for Northeast. For authority, the best location in 2022 is Northwest.

Wood, Fire, Earth, Metal & Water Roosters

When it comes to Wood Roosters, they might be dealing with hostility, and ruthless competition 
in 2022. While Water Roosters won’t lack ideas for growth and expansion, Fire Roosters might 
be busy with yoga, meditation, reading, or therapy.  Earth Roosters will find themselves occu-
pied with relationships, while Metal Roosters will receive support and help from others, that will 
aid to their career, business, and wealth growth.

* Find more detailed info about Wood Tiger, Fire Tiger, Earth Tiger, Metal Tiger and Wa-
ter Tiger – and their luck in the upcoming years! Consult your personal astrologer, read 
Althea’s series of texts ”SIXTY PERSONALITIES OF CHINESE ASTROLOGY” (60 e-books!). 

YOU WERE BORN IN 
ROOSTER YEAR: 

You may find powerful contacts in the surroundings, willing to help you succeed.

YOU WERE BORN IN 
ROOSTER MONTH: 

It is a good time for career, reputation, power, and wealth.

YOU WERE BORN IN 
ROOSTER DAY: 

The time is great to enjoy dating, sex, and romance.

YOU WERE BORN IN 
ROOSTER HOUR: 

You can get help in fulfilling your dreams.

PROBLEM  
SOLVING
Monkey  

(problem solvers  
of the year)
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DOG
For Dogs, 2022 might be a very good year, mostly due to a 
great relationship with the Tiger, that will positively affect Dogs’ 
social life, bringing a lot of interactions and expanding their cir-
cles. Furthermore, Tiger year brings good connections and strong 
“people luck”, when opportunities come through others and with their 
help. Accordingly, Dogs can benefit in 2022 from the advice and guidance 
provided by their contacts, as from the increase of their own popularity and fame. However, 
although the Tiger Year will work great on their connections and relationships, Dogs will also 
meet some troublemakers, as they will be dealing with jealousy and hostility (even within the 
family). In such a way, they should be alert, and cautious when it comes to expressing their 
opinion in public. 

The presence of the Art Star in their sign is especially good news for designers and all those 
in creative businesses. Since the Dogs won’t lack inspiration or ideas, all these will favorably 
impact their overall progress (this star will work best for those who are either born under the 
day of Dog, or who were born in the Dog month - October). 

Career & wealth wise, 2022 brings opportunities through socializing and networking. The 
Tiger Year will benefit mostly the Dogs in media, social networks, fashion, photography, design, 
and art, bringing them popularity and fame.

When it comes to Dogs’ love life, 2022 improves their love luck, bringing relationship oppor-
tunities; therefore, singles should socialize and date more, in order to make use of the favor-
able circumstances. To further boost their love luck, Dogs can follow the Feng Shui advice for 
2022.

In regard to their health, Dogs should primarily beware of injuries in physical activities, and 
possible cuts by metal objects. In addition, 2022 is not favorable for medical procedures 
(unless necessary), as it holds a danger from water. Since their health is not at its highest in the 
Tiger year, Dogs should alter their diet adequately, in order to avoid digestion issues and poor 
sleep. 

What should Dogs pay attention to in 2022?

They should definitely make use of their connections, as they should engage in improving 
their visual identity. In such a way, since it is easier to acquire fame and recognition now, they 
should adjust their strategy accordingly. However, they should be also aware that there will be 
some haters dragging around, who might try to make their life complicated. 
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Dogs and Feng Shui in 2022

You can always use Feng Shui to improve your luck in certain year. The basic rule is to avoid 
specific locations and directions, and to focus on employing the most beneficial ones, that will 
target whatever you think needs improvement: health, relationship, wealth, etc. To improve 
their love luck, Dogs should place their bed in the Southeast of their home - or bedroom. For 
more energy, they should spend time in South, and for the deep rest they should aim for North-
east. For authority, the best location in 2022 is Northwest.

Wood, Fire, Earth, Metal & Water Dogs

When it comes to Wood Dogs, relationships will be their real challenge, because 2022 brings 
strong rivalry and animosity. While Water Dogs will be very creative and busy, in general and 
with helping others, Fire Dogs’ intuition, and instincts will be sharpened – as they might be 
inspired to acquire some new knowledge. Earth Dogs will be dealing with a lot of stress and 
pressure, while Metal Dogs will be busy with wealth, career, and business expansion.

* Find more detailed info about Wood Tiger, Fire Tiger, Earth Tiger, Metal Tiger and Wa-
ter Tiger – and their luck in the upcoming years! Consult your personal astrologer, read 
Althea’s series of texts ”SIXTY PERSONALITIES OF CHINESE ASTROLOGY” (60 e-books!). 

YOU WERE BORN IN 
DOG YEAR: 

Since people from the surroundings will show a lot of sympathy for Dogs, this will 
bring them an active social life.

YOU WERE BORN IN 
DOG MONTH: 

Auspicious for sales and networking. Especially good for designers and artists.

YOU WERE BORN IN 
DOG DAY: 

2022 is favorable for dating, relationship, and marriage.

YOU WERE BORN IN 
DOG HOUR: 

Others can help you to fulfill your dreams.
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PIG
The Year of Tiger brings mixed luck to Pigs.

On one hand, due to the favorable connection with Tiger, 2022 
will affect positively Pigs’ relationships, bringing them opportu-
nities to socialize. Since others will show more sympathy for them, 
Pigs will be also able to meet benefactors and get an aid in pursuing 
their goals. 

When it comes to their energy and mood, they will feel good about themselves, and they will 
feel even better if they manage to find the activities that makes them happy. However, a De-
struction with the Tiger also points out to relationship issues,  incidents, disturbing gossip, and 
slander. Also, since the Robbery Star in their sign indicates losses, Pigs should stay away from 
lending money (unrealistic expectations = problems + losses), as they should be careful with 
personal belongings. If they haven’t done it already, it may be a good time to install the alarm 
system, or to check the existing one.

Career & wealth wise, 2022 brings popularity and opportunities to grow and move forward. 
Those with Pig in their month pillar (born in November) will have opportunity to create some-
thing new and team up with others towards achieving the common goal. Although the Tiger 
year is particularly auspicious for Pigs in education and literature, minding the influence of the 
Destruction, all Pigs should be careful when signing agreements and contracts. Because of the 
Robbery Star, they should also stay away from huge investments and ‘get quick rich’ schemes, 
because 2022 is not a good time for such things.

When it comes to Pigs’ love life, 2022 will bring opportunities to singles. However, all those 
in serious relationship should be aware that the time is right to work on their communication 
skills (because the existing issues may intensify).

In regard to their health, Pigs will have tendency to worry too much, as they might be also fight-
ing with unrest and anxiety. They should be careful in movement, because their recklessness 
and carelessness can lead to minor accidents and injuries.

What should Pigs pay attention to in 2022?

Pigs should bear in mind that 2022 is important year for them, when they should engage into 
finding personal satisfaction and fulfillment. They should be also aware that the time is right to 
address some destructive habits and tendency to indulge themselves. 
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Pigs and Feng Shui in 2022

You can always use Feng Shui to improve your luck in certain year. The basic rule is to avoid 
specific locations and directions, and to focus on employing the most beneficial ones, that will 
target whatever you think needs improvement: health, relationship, wealth, etc. To improve 
their love luck, Pigs should spend time in the Southeast of their home, or they should move 
their bed to the Southeast part of their bedroom. For more energy, they should spend time in 
South, and for the deep rest they should aim for Northeast. For authority, ideal location in 2022 
is Northwest.

Wood, Fire, Earth, Metal & Water Pigs

When it comes to Wood Pigs, relationships will be their real challenge in 2022 (animosity). 
While Water Pigs will be very creative and busy, in general and with helping others, Fire Pigs 
will be occupied with learning, teaching and/or writing. Earth Pigs will be dealing with a lot 
of stress and pressure, while Metal Pigs might will be busy with wealth, career, and business 
expansion.

* Find more detailed info about Wood Tiger, Fire Tiger, Earth Tiger, Metal Tiger and Wa-
ter Tiger – and their luck in the upcoming years! Consult your personal astrologer, read 
Althea’s series of texts ”SIXTY PERSONALITIES OF CHINESE ASTROLOGY” (60 e-books!). 

YOU WERE BORN IN 
PIG YEAR: 

Be careful in movement and while in traffic.

YOU WERE BORN IN 
PIG MONTH: 

A new career and wealth opportunities.

YOU WERE BORN IN 
PIG DAY: 

Favorable for a new romance and relationship.

YOU WERE BORN IN 
PIG HOUR: 

The time is right for Pigs to chase what makes them happy and brings fulfillment.
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RAT
AIn 2022, Rats’ luck will be at most – average.

The reason for their average luck is mostly due to absence 
of some strong auspicious stars in their sign, indicating lack of 
strong opportunities and hindered growth (they just won’t be at the 
right place at the right time). Therefore, for those with the Rat in their 
chart, their overall luck depends very much on the three other Zodiac signs in 
their Ba Zi horoscope (their luck is improving with  Monkey, and/or Snake). Minding all afore-
mentioned, the best strategy for those with the Rat in their Ba Zi chart is to lay low and keep 
their ambitions in check. Forcing own goals and pushing desired development might not be 
only a bad move now – but it could prove to be counter effective.

Since their overall luck is not very strong, or stable, it is safer to take small steps in 2022, and 
to avoid risky ventures (for each Zodiac sign, they should keep in mind that their overall luck 
also depends on other Zodiac Signs in their chart, as it depends on their Self).

Career & wealth wise, 2022 is not the ideal time for promotion and growth of wealth – except 
for Water Rats and those born in the months of Rabbit, Snake, Monkey or Goat. Since open-
ing a new path or pursuing greater goals might be hard in 2022, it is better to stick to what is 
already there and to think long term business wise.

When it comes to Rats’ love life in 2022, they should stay away from complicated situations, 
especially with Rooster in their chart. For those in a lasting relationship, everything will be as 
per usual; single ones can improve their love luck with Feng Shui. 

Regarding their health, Rats should invest more energy into keeping themselves fit and healthy. 
Also, they should be careful when handling tools.

What should Rats pay attention to in 2022?

Minding the lack of the auspicious stars, Rats should be careful when it comes to legal matters. 
They should pay their taxes in time, as they should sort out their debts, while being cautious 
about agreements, and signing contacts (due to the threat of legal repercussions). 

Rats and Feng Shui in 2022

You can always use Feng Shui to improve your luck in certain year. The basic rule is to avoid 
specific locations and directions, and to focus on employing the most beneficial ones, that will 
target whatever you think needs improvement: health, relationship, wealth, etc. To improve 

https://altheachineseastrology.com
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their love luck, Rats should sleep in the Southeast of their home or the bedroom; they can also 
turn the headboard towards Southeast direction. For more energy, they should spend time in 
South, and for the deep rest they should aim for Northeast.

Wood, Fire, Earth, Metal & Water Rats

When it comes to Wood Rats, they will be dealing with strong competition in 2022, as they will 
be facing animosity. Water Rats will be very busy, creative, and productive, and they could find 
their purpose and direction now - especially if there is Monkey in their chart. Since Fire Rats 
could benefit from research, science, and education, they should invest their time and energy 
in these fields. Female Earth Rats will find the Tiger year of 2022 beneficial for relationship (a 
lot of opportunities for romance), while male Earth Rats will be dealing with a lot of pressure. 
Metal Rats will be occupied with their career and wealth, especially those born in December.

 

* Find more detailed info about Wood Tiger, Fire Tiger, Earth Tiger, Metal Tiger and Wa-
ter Tiger – and their luck in the upcoming years! Consult your personal astrologer, read 
Althea’s series of texts ”SIXTY PERSONALITIES OF CHINESE ASTROLOGY” (60 e-books!). 

YOU WERE BORN IN 
RAT YEAR: 

People from the surroundings won’t be open to Rat’s ideas.

YOU WERE BORN IN 
RAT MONTH: 

Be modest when it comes to your goals, career, and business; make the most out of 
what is already there.

YOU WERE BORN IN 
RAT DAY: 

Be careful with flirting because scandals can threaten your relationship.

YOU WERE BORN IN 
RAT HOUR: 

These Rats will lack motivation to pursue their dreams.

To calculate your Ba Zi chart, click here (free calculator)

https://altheachineseastrology.com
https://chineseastrologyfengshuibooks.myshopify.com/collections/chinese-astrology-1
https://www.bit.ly/BaZiCalculate
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OX
IOxen luck is not very strong in 2022, hence they should expect 
one rather average year.

However, since the Ox has a good relationship with Tiger, their 
overall relationship luck will be reasonably good. In addition, a Star 
in their sign that positively affects their attractiveness, will make Oxen 
feeling good about themselves. Therefore, singles won’t lack opportunities 
for romancing, while others will be enjoying the existing relationship. 

Career & wealth wise, 2022 requires that Oxen double their effort – to accomplish the av-
erage results. The overall atmosphere is better for those who work for salary; entrepreneurs 
will fight with halts and obstacles. (Secret alliances may work well for them at this time). Better 
career prospects and stronger wealth opportunities will have those Oxen with Snake or Rabbit 
in their chart.

When it comes to Ox’s love life in 2022, singles won’t lack opportunities to romance. How-
ever, one star in their sign could make Oxen feeling lonely and alienated; isolating themselves 
from the partner is not a solution, because it inhibits intimacy, damaging the relationship in 
the long run. Therefore, Oxen should make an effort to communicate with their partner and to 
enjoy at least one activity per week together (a simple one hour walk in the nature, common 
therapy sessions or a day in a spa will do a job).

What should Ox pay attention to in 2022?

For Oxen, the most important thing in the Water Tiger Year is their – health. 
Minding the presence of the Illness star in their sign, Oxen should perform a full health screen-
ing, as they should pay attention to their lifestyle and immunity. Regarding their diet, they 
should consult nutritionist, consider going to acupuncture, naturopathic treatments or hiring a 
personal trainer, who will help them build the stamina.  

Ox and Feng Shui in 2022

You can always use Feng Shui to improve your luck in certain year. The basic rule is to avoid 
specific locations and directions, and to focus on employing the most beneficial ones, that will 
target whatever you think needs improvement: health, relationship, wealth, etc. When it comes 
to Oxen, they should definitely avoid sleeping in Southwest during the course of 2022, as they 
should avoid Southwest for their sleeping direction. For more energy, they should spend time 
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in South, and for the deep rest they should aim for Northeast. For authority, the best location in 
2022 is Northwest.

Wood, Fire, Earth, Metal & Water Oxen

When it comes to Wood Oxen, they can most easily progress by following trends and others’ 
footsteps (partnership is also not a bad idea). While female Water Oxen will be busy with their 
offspring and/or some creative endeavors, Fire Oxen will have a secret help to find a way to 
show their qualities and shine. Earth Oxen will be dealing with overpowering circumstances, a 
lot of obligations and unfinished business, while Metal Oxen might will be occupied with fight-
ing for their share of wealth.

* Find more detailed info about Wood Tiger, Fire Tiger, Earth Tiger, Metal Tiger and Wa-
ter Tiger – and their luck in the upcoming years! Consult your personal astrologer, read 
Althea’s series of texts ”SIXTY PERSONALITIES OF CHINESE ASTROLOGY” (60 e-books!). 

BORN IN OX YEAR: 
A lot of people from the surroundings, especially elderly, might fight with health 
issues.

BORN IN OX 
MONTH: 

Career prospects are better for those who team up with others.

BORN IN OX DAY: 
2022 will positively affect Oxen look and attractiveness. However, they should watch 
their health.

BORN IN OX HOUR: Children’s health may be sensitive this year. 

THEIR EXPENSES  
IN 2022
Monkey  

(huge expenses)
Goat  

(wasteful spending)
Pig  

(losses, theft)

https://altheachineseastrology.com
https://chineseastrologyfengshuibooks.myshopify.com/collections/chinese-astrology-1
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BOOKS
Broaden your knowledge on Chinese Astrology with the gripping series by Althea S.T.!

Check out the Kindles from our Chinese Astrology series 

(available on Amazon & Shopify): 

Chinese Astrology for Health and Wellbeing 

Chinese Astrology for Love and Relationships 

Chinese Astrology for Wealth and Prosperity 

Check out the Kindles from our Feng Shui series 

(available on Amazon & Shopify): 

Chinese Astrology for Beginners

Get some useful tips about Space Clearing:

Space Clearing for Your Home and Soul 

https://altheachineseastrology.com
https://www.smashwords.com/books/view/937693
http://geni.us/AstroLove
http://geni.us/AstroWealth
https://geni.us/AstroBeginners
http://geni.us/SpaceClearing
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BA ZI SCHOOL &  
PRIVATE STUDIES

STUDY BA ZI FROM  
YOUR OWN HOME &  

MASTER THE MYSTERIES  
OF HUMAN LIFE.

 
info@altheafengshui.com

Have a glance at our award-winning paperbacks (Softcover – Amazon): 

A Course in Real Feng Shui (Softcover – Amazon)

A Course in Chinese Astrology  (Softcover – Amazon)

Special Offer – 2 Hardback Books (Limited Edition):

https://altheafengshui.com/promo-offers/

https://altheachineseastrology.com
mailto:info%40altheafengshui.com?subject=
http://geni.us/FengShui1
http://geni.us/BaZibook
https://altheafengshui.com/promo-offers/
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NEW CHINESE ASTROLOGY SERIES! 
(Available ONLY on Shopify)

Your life path is charted by the interplay between the Five Elements, Yin/Yang, Ten Stems and 
Twelve Branches (Zodiac Signs).

Once you calculate your Ba Zi chart – your Chinese astrology horoscope – you will find your 
‘Self’, the Zodiac sign governing the day of your birth and your Personality Type (Day Column). 
Read on to explore your destiny and luck, and to find relevant information about your potential 
in terms of health, relationship, and wealth. Understand the present moment and future trends 
in your private and business life and discover whether you live your life in accordance with your 
Self and Personality Type!

What is specific about the ‘’Sixty Personalities of Chinese Astrology’’ series?

This text is all about you – as your very intimate and personal astrology reading.

Your Self (Jia, Yi, Bing, Ding, Wu, Ji, Geng, Xin, Ren, Gui) reveals your basic potentials, consti-
tution, most probable physical and other issues, special talents, and abilities. The Zodiac Sign 
of your day of birth (Tiger, Rabbit, Dragon, Snake, Horse, Goat, Monkey, Rooster, Dog, Pig, 
Rat, Ox) is also the source of specific information about your health, relationships, pathways to 
great wealth and the best industries for you. Additionally, your Personality Type – one of sixty – 
shines through a specific image, making your life completely unique!

https://altheachineseastrology.com
https://chineseastrologyfengshuibooks.myshopify.com/collections/chinese-astrology-1
https://chineseastrologyfengshuibooks.myshopify.com/collections/chinese-astrology-1
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You will also uncover the particulars about the influence of the birth season on your life, just as 
you will discover how the Nobleman, Peach Blossom, Sky Horse, Intelligence, Fu Yin, Fan Yin, 
and other Special Stars influence your life. Each section of this part contains a list of famous 
people with whom you share the same Self, Day Zodiac sign and Personality Type, which will 
add more fun to your exploration. Here you will also find essential Feng Shui and Yi Jing infor-
mation that’s closely related to your Day Pillar – your very own Personality Type.

Finally, you’ll be able to review your overall luck in the coming years, find out about the most 
probable happenings and the best timings for certain ventures. Read this text to uncover the 
challenges and opportunities awaiting you in 2021, 2022, 2023, 2024, 2025: Metal Ox, Water 
Tiger, Water Rabbit, Wood Dragon and Wood Snake years. And get ready for much more!

*If you still don’t know your Chinese Astrology Personality Type (Day Pillar), don’t hesitate to 
access our free Ba Zi Calculator at www.bit.ly/BaZiCalculate 

GET YOURSELF A COPY FOR YOUR PERSONALITY TYPE - AND PROVIDE YOUR FAMILY 
MEMBERS AND FRIENDS WITH THEIR OWN COPY. 

(Available ONLY on Shopify)

https://altheachineseastrology.com
http://www.bit.ly/BaZiCalculate
https://chineseastrologyfengshuibooks.myshopify.com/collections/chinese-astrology-1
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Decode the life. Achieve the wisdom. Get amazing coaching skills.

CHINESE ASTROLOGY COURSES &  
PRIVATE STUDY
What if you could grasp the Life’s deepest mysteries?

Gain the knowledge about inherent human potentials and the ways the time influence one’s 
private life and business. Improve your understanding of the current developments and future 
implications of certain decisions. Master the skill which will enable you to anticipate and under-
stand one’s ups and downs in life and help them with finding the best ways to progress… 

Master the deepest secrets of human’s Life, in four levels:

• Introductory Four Pillars Chinese Astrology Course

• Practical Four Pillars Chinese Astrology Course

• Advanced Four Pillars Chinese Astrology Course

• Mastery Four Pillars Chinese Astrology Course

Our specialties are the Chinese Astrology courses for small groups (2-3 participants) and 
teaching in Private Sessions - where you’ll have full attention, patient guidance and sharp 
supervision of Chinese Astrology Master! 

Drop us an e-mail to find more – or just to touch base. We’d love to hear from you!

https://altheachineseastrology.com
mailto:info%40altheafengshui.com?subject=
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Date with Destiny. Empower yourself. 

Start shining, in life and business.

CHINESE ASTROLOGY  
CONSULTATIONS
Chinese Astrology teaches us that life is not only about who you are but who you can 
become. 

Why not learn more – to make informed decisions, catch the flow and speed up your 
growth?

We offer three types of consultations:

• Life Chinese Astrology Consultation

• Business Chinese Astrology Consultation

• Annual Chinese Astrology Consultation

Don’t waste your time standing in front of the closed doors, but instead just tune 
with the best flow of your life. Understand the right timing of certain decisions and 
moves; accept the limitations of your chart; find the best solutions for specific problems; 
arm yourself with knowledge, and make plans and strategy for the three years ahead…

Drop us an email to schedule your Chinese Astrology Consultation!

https://altheachineseastrology.com
mailto:info%40altheafengshui.com?subject=Chinese%20Astrology
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TO LEARN MORE ABOUT 
REAL FENG SHUI, VISIT US ON:

https/:altheafengshui.com

https://altheachineseastrology.com
http://https/:altheafengshui.com

